
Welcome!
Take a seat anywhere, but don’t get too 
comfy!



On lined side of Index Card...
You do not have to write the questions!
1. Class/NAME- what would you like to be called? 
2. What are three things you like to do outside of school?
3. What kind of music do you listen to?
4. What do most people not know about you?
5. What are three words that define/describe you?
6. On a scale of 1-10 how much do you like history? 
7. What kind of history do you like? 
8. Is there anything I should know about you with concern to the classroom? 

Ex. need to sit in front…
9. Introvert or Extrovert?

10. Greatest strength and weakness.



Example of customized index card



-Say hello to your partner and tell them about your three 
sources by answering the following questions:
1. What is your source about? 
2. Why is it important?
3. What don’t you understand about the source?
4. Find five words within the source that you would use to 

describe or summarize it?

Sharing is Caring:



I am no longer with you but here are my 
instructions:

-You need to create a rulebook or constitution for your new “colony” and 
address these issues:
-Name of your island
-Rules of the island (as detailed as you want)(Example of rules: no eating past 
a certain time, no traveling alone, no creation of private housing, everyone must 
share food)
-Who in the class will perform the following duties: hunting/gathering, cooking, 
shelter, exploring, management of resources.
-How do you determine if someone in community is guilty of breaking the rules? 
What is the punishment?
-How do will you make additional rules as the community adapts? Who will 
make these rules?



Reflection: Class Castaway
-What worked well and what was difficult? Why?
-What system represents how decisions were made in your 
new “colony”--Autocracy, Democracy, Oligarchy? Why do 
you think this happened?
-Does this activity relate to how nations form their 
governmental structures? Explain. 
-How could you have improved your decision-making 
system?  Be specific about what changes you would make.





Critical Vocab.

Primary Source: document or object/artifact written or 
produced during a firsthand experience
Secondary Source: documents written after an event has 
occurred, providing a second-hand account. 
Analyze: discover or reveal something through detailed 
examination 
Deconstruct: to take apart a source in order to analyze 
specific information that will reveal the accuracy of the 
source



VOICE: focus on author: 
formal/informal, opinionated or 
factual, critique, informative, 
persuasive
AUDIENCE: focus on source/author, 
where is this source from, who is the 
author trying to reach, look for 
biases.
MESSAGE: search for the main point 
(thesis), what is the context
PURPOSE: focus on the “why”, to 
convince, persuade, inform, to act

VAMP



Inquiry Question:

How do you define democracy or democratic 
decision-making process? What does this 
process look like? Explain in detail



Democracy: Who, When & Where?

WHERE?
ATHENS

WHEN?
507-8 BCE

WHO? Cleisthenes...WHO?

https://www.google.com/maps/place/Ancient+Agora+of+Athens/@44.2616151,20.301718,5z/data=!4m5!1m2!2m1!1sancient+athens!3m1!1s0x14a1bd17ad770fbd:0x1e05a5bed8b012ad!6m1!1e1
https://www.google.com/maps/place/Ancient+Agora+of+Athens/@44.2616151,20.301718,5z/data=!4m5!1m2!2m1!1sancient+athens!3m1!1s0x14a1bd17ad770fbd:0x1e05a5bed8b012ad!6m1!1e1


ATHENIAN DEMOCRACY

THE
EKKLESIA

(ASSEMBLY)

THE 
BOULE

(COUNCIL 
OF 500)

THE 
DIKASTERIA

(THE 
COURTS)



GUIDING QUESTION:

WAS ANCIENT ATHENS TRULY 
DEMOCRATIC?


